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Abstract-Extensions and enhancements are proposed for a monitoring station consists of a wireless node acting as the
previously developed system to remotely monitor patient vital wireless network's base station and a host PC running a
signs. This previously developed network utilizes Crossbow graphical user interface (GUI) to display the incoming data.
MICAz motes to create a wireless network to gather data, We call this our "local network", as the range is limited to
which is sent to a central monitoring station. It includes a the immediate location of the wireless sensor nodes.
graphical user interface to store and display incoming
measurements for all patients being monitored. Here the This paper describes our efforts to widen the range of
range of the network is extended by interfacing a GSM modem our local network by developing a GSM interface to the
to the wireless sensor base station, allowing critical data to be existing system. The initial implementation allows the
forwarded anywhere in the world and providing a remote forwarding of critical readings from the local network to a
query mechanism via the existing cellular infrastructure. Text care provider's cellular phone, and allows the care provider
messaging using Short Message Service is used as the t
communication interface. A priority message handling layer to remotely request data from the local network. All
is added to the current protocol to insure delivery of critical requests and information are passed using the established
data to the monitoring station and from there to medical cellular Short Message Service (SMS) protocol. The system
personnel via the existing cellular infrastructure. is further enhanced by adding a priority message layer to the

existing routing protocol. This allows the system to insure
successful delivery of critical messages from the patient to
the central monitoring station.

I. INTRODUCTION
The advent of low-cost and low-power wireless sensor II. SYSTEMDESCRIPTION

hardware is driving the development of applications in A conceptual view of the local network described in [2]
several industries, including the medical field. Of particular is shown in Fig. 1. Each patient is connected to the wireless
interest here is the ability to remotely monitor vital patient monitoring system, which allows the medical staff to track
data [1]. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are emerging as the patient's vital signs. The vital sign readings are
the preferred choice for ad-hoc, large networks and appear transmitted wirelessly from the patient through a fixed
to be a perfect fit for remote patient monitoring. The issue infrastructure of routing nodes to a central monitoring
here is that wireless sensors have a very limited system (also called the base station). Depending on the
communication range (approximately 1tOm). Data isforwunicardtinrough (apWSNrtoximatcent lOcati, buta t patient's distance from the base station, messages can pass
forwarded through a WSN to a central location, but to
increase the range by which the data can travel requires an
interface to a wider ranging network. WiFi and the Internet 1 Of
are two viable options; however both require the user to DNS

have access to the network. As widespread as they both are, __
neither can duplicate the "anywhere" coverage of the
existing cellular infrastructure. For this reason, interfacing 1
the WSN to the cellular network was chosen.

A successful telemedicine network based on wireless
sensors has been developed and is described in [2]. Here we
see a network based on Crossbow MICAz nodes that
utilizes energy harvesting to self-power the routing nodes Of 2EYD
a WSN [3]. The network allows the interface of multiple
medical instruments to wirelessly collect patient data and Fg .Lclwrls oioigsse Fgr ore
forward that data to a central monitoring station. The tp/wweeudlayaPol/lsetWCMCIEWb /Vy
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through multiple router nodes to reach the base station. The
base station is connected to a host computer running a Java-
based GUI to interpret, store and display the data. phone

The main limitation with this system is that the staff
member needs to go to the monitoring station to view a '/
patient's readings in the GUI. If a patient's vital signs are Akrm/kfrma
normal, this is not a big issue. However, if an abnormal GSM Modem
reading is received, the system is confined to issuing a local
warning that will only be seen by personnel at the Wireless Base Station
monitoring station. In the case where an abnormal reading
is possibly life threatening, a method to immediately inform Fig. 2. GSM System Extension
the correct medical personnel is needed.

The range of the local network shown in Fig. 1 is
SMSLib was modified to meet the needs of our system
This library7 of SMS send and receive routines fit intoextended by integrating a GSM modem to the system, and . .

propagatg te w g mour existing Java system with no problems. The requiredpropagating thes warning msagetout to teapoprite routines were updated with parameters specific to our
medical personnel so that they can respond to the moe-nytm w an hed eeaddt h
emergency. Similarly, an authorized system user can

modem and system. Two main threads were added to the

remotely request information on a patient that is curently GUIecode - one to send messages when requ.redand a

beingmonitored. ~~~~~~~second to monitor the modem for any incoming messages.being monitored.

Fig. 2 shows the extension to the system. On the left The send message thread is called when an incoming
side we see the wrmessage from the wireless sensor network contains a data

sompride seethe wonitorelessn station adthelosl Pethk value that exceeds one of the preset limits in the GUI. Incomprise ~~~ ~ .. thmntrn stto fothlcanewk. Fig. 3 we see an example of the patient information screen
Connected to this is a GSM modem, which can send and . 3

receive SMmetmsaes h srcnbeain the GUI. In the lower left hand corner of the window the
receivasMtextular mnessages e usecvailanble. anw limits currently set for the patient are displayed and can be

adjusted. Any reading received that is outside these limits
This eliminates the requirement for medical personnel to will trigger the sending of an alert message to the designated

stay in the immediate area to monitor critical patients. medical personnel.
Alerts can be forwarded to them wherever they are. It also The send message thread is also called anytime an
allows them to remotely query the system from their cell
phone and receive updated information on any patient in the mcoming data message from the wireless network is tagged
system. as a priority message. Again, this will immediately causethe reading to be forwarded via the GSM modem.
A. GSM Interface Hardware

The receive message thread runs continuously and polls
A commercially available Multi-Tech Systems the GSM modem to check for incoming messages. The

MultiModem EDGE model GSM modem was connected via current version of the system only allows a user to request
USB interface to the host PC [4]. It utilizes EDGE the most recent data reading for a given patient. The user
technology to deliver very high data rates, and is equipped sends a text message to the system from their cell phone.
with quad-band GSM to allow worldwide usage. The message contains the ID for the patient they are

The modem was first accessed using the PC's inquiring about.
HyperTerminal program to verify functionality and to send The GUI will receive the request from the receive
and receive several test SMS messages. Initial testing was message thread, look up the last reading for the patient
successful, so our attention turned to integrating the modem specified in the text message, and then call the send message
into the existing GUI. thread to send the data back to the user. If the user requests

B. GSM Interface Software information on a patient that is not in the system, a text
message will be sent back to inform him of the error.

The GUI used by the local network is Java based, and is
described in detail in [2]. Here we needed to enhance the C Updates to Medical Interface Sensor Nodes
GUI to allow it to control the GSM modem as needed, and While reading limits can be set in the GUI for any
to monitor it to act upon any incoming messages. This was patient (as shown in Fig. 2), it is sometimes desirable to
accomplished by modifying an existing Java library of SMS create an initial set of limits at the sensor node itself. In
routines to our system's specifications. order to support this, changes were made to the interface

programs for the different sensor nodes.
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ReddiEgg| send an acknowledgement upon reception of the dataI Patlentlnfoinatlon f f ~Readiiig V!eiWlEr
,, tIDD POLK. 'm L=ast tl Alt X Average g3XPueses ge. This will complete the handshake cycle, and the
NbJdeID. 3 o eOt41W85CD2 sending node will stop the timer. On the other hand, if the

,, AW666Range To . , HPD g l.ltimer in the sending node completes and an,B f3 AVeraitieeMMM3e gg Vl/~~~~~~~~edO3ct 24 1 5 48,:4 CD Al3g l|P

, , f rllesolAbb. Thirkhold1 11acknowledgement has not been received, the sending node
elowThiesho,ld _3 1 11will resend the data message. The number of times this

occurs is adjustable within the program, and currently is set,HIigh i~u~oPE0Al4 L*J to one retry. After the first retry, the message will be
Sys hifehold

HiuhUJJbItoS1603.D | |a ]||dropped from the sending node's message queue.
Dia Theahold X C X

For routine data messages the decision was made to
accept the fact that messages are occasional dropped in a
wireless network. If a patient's pulse oximeter reading is

Fig. 3. - Patient Information Screen 9700 and his pulse rate is 75, missing this reading is not
going to cause a problem, and certainly is not life
threatening. On the other hand, if his blood oxygen reading

All software for the sensor nodes was written in nesC is 80% and his pulse rate is 50, this is potentially life
[6], an extension to the C language written specifically for threatening. Losing this message could be very serious.
use with TinyOS, a compact operating system developed at The sensor node (based on the limits set during
UC-Berkeley for use with wireless sensor motes [7]. All programming), would tag this message as a priority message
programs were written and compiled on a Windows PC by changing the standard pulse oximeter message type to a
running Cygwin, a Linux emulator [8]. priority pulse oximeter message type.

Every wireless message sent through the local network In order to insure end to end delivery for priority data
includes a field containing the message type for that messages, the routing network protocol needed to be
particular message. The initial thought was to add a new changed. Whereas non-priority messages were resent one
field to the message that would contain a priority tag. time, a priority message is resent many times. Each time the
However, adding a new field would have increased the size sensor node restarts the internal timer and waits for an
of every data message, not just the priority messages. This acknowledgement. After a programmed number of retries
would negatively impact the network's throughput rate and (currently set to 50), the sending node will assume that its
was judged to be undesirable. The decision was made to network connection has been severed, and will immediately
additional message types to the current field, which would broadcast a network connection request. This request is
have no effect on the size of the message. A priority similar to the one issued at startup time when the node is
message type for each sensor was added to the array of first attempting to join the network. In doing this the node
message types available. is looking for another path to the monitoring station. When

The program for each sensor node was then enhanced to the node receives a connection reply, it will then send the
two areas. First, the ability to set limits at programming priority data message through the new path.
time was added. During programming, the user can set Acknowledgements are required at each hop through the
limits or ranges for all reading types performed by the network. Once a sending node receives an
individual sensor. The second change involved modifying acknowledgement, it removes the message from its queue
the sensor to now compare the latest reading values against and moves on. The receiving node now becomes the
these pre-set limits, and then correctly determine whether it sending node, and the process is repeated. This continues
needs to send the message as a standard data message or as all the way through the network to the base station, which
a priority message. Proper handling of priority messages will end the process by sending an acknowledgement to the
was considered imperative and required changes in the last sending node one hop away.
routing protocol.

D. Priority Message Handling in the Router Network III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Wireless networks are prone to dropping messages for a Testing began with the priority message handling. A

variety of reasons. Many of these reasons are controllable, system like the one shown in Fig. 4 was built. Here we see
but some are not. In dealing with potentially vital patient two router nodes, RI and R2, that are one hop from (i.e., in
data, it became clear that a definitive method of insuring communication with) the base station B. A single sensor
message delivery was necessary for priority messages. node S is added to the system. The sensor node takes a

reading and then attempts to forward it to the base station
All messages in the current system require an through the routing network. It broadcasts a connection

acknowledgement. After a data message is sent, the sending request to the network, which was responded to by both Rl
node will start an internal timer. The receiving node will and R2. In this case, R1 was chosen to route the data. The
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wherever they are, and they also have the ability to query
the system remotely.Wireless Base Station B

Additionally, a priority message handler has been added
,' "Host Cornmputer to the base system. Through this the system insures the

, delivery of critical messages to the monitoring station. The
GUI also forwards these critical messages through the GSM
network to the care provider.

41lJ R2The current implementation, as discussed above, is the
first version of the extended system. Further research will
focus on integrating additional capabilities into the overall

Initial Path Second Path system. Our plans include:

* Allowing remote personnel to initiate readings in
addition to the current query system.

* Developing a Smartphone interface to allow
Sensor Node graphical viewing of patient data.

* The ability to adjust reading limits in the sensor
Fig. 4. Priority Message Handling from the monitoring station.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS http://WWW.xbow.com/Support/Supportpdf files/Getting Star

A wireless telemedicine system is extended to allow tdgwid L
critical alerts to be sent far beyond the boundaries of the [8] cygw inuxoMur
standard system. The addition of a GSM modem to
interface the system to the worldwide cellular infrastructure
provides increased flexibility and capability. Medical
personnel are immediately alerted to any serious condition
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